In nursing education the main fundamental goal is to learn to care for the human person integrally as well as individually. To care for implies something more than taking care of and being technically and clinically competent. It entreats us to be humane, compassionate and sensitive in preserving the person’s identity and integrity, in other words to be caring.

Caring serves as a measure of our commitment as nurses to provide distinguished service to people. Leininger (1978:445) has called caring “the essence of nursing ... the central and unifying domain for the body of knowledge and practices in nursing”. Bendall (1977), Bevis (1982), Gaut (1968), Searle (1986), Watson (1979) and other nurses have concurred with this position. Leininger (1977:2) claims that “caring acts and decisions make the crucial differences in effective caring consequences. Therefore it is caring that is the most essential and critical ingredient for any curative process”. Hyde (1977: Part IV) posits that nurses can be life giving by caring for others. Care is vital to recovery from illness and to maintenance of healthy life-ways — it is part of healing. Reeder (1972:406) indicates that caring has a marked effect on the client utilisation of services, adherence to treatment regimens and satisfaction with services.

Yet, despite the fact that caring is a central theme in nursing (one can even purchase coffee mugs inscribed “nursing is the gentle art of caring”) there is a growing body of evidence that nurses are not as effective as they ought to be in their caring roles. The literature amply documents the lack of caring that is evident in the health care system today. (Howard and Strauss 1975; Leininger 1988).

Health care professionals themselves have examined the highly institutionalised bureaucracy of modern health-care facilities and describe these centres as “no-care” societies. They have identified three factors, pertinent especially in the physical environments created by highly intensive medically specialised units which have attributed to the sharp erosion of the “value of caring”, namely the team approach, specialisation and the increasing use of high technology. (Goldborough 1969:66) The whole technical revolution in medicine has tended to increase the trend toward impersonal treatment.

It may be argued that these statements were made 20 years ago and no longer hold. Sufficient evidence however exists that these statements are just as pertinent today as they were two decades ago. Increasing numbers of patients and/or relatives and friends are voicing discontent over the care they received or the non-caring attitudes of care-givers. Patients charge health-care providers with dehumanisation and claim that the hospital or clinic experience is depersonalising. A person becomes just another patient, another disease, another medication order, another name on the daily operating room schedule. . . . He is required to discard his identity as a unique person and become a patient who has to comply with the wishes of the care-givers. If he objects he is branded as difficult. To diminish a person’s identity and sense of self by failing to respect an individual’s values is to interfere with the person’s healing and to obstruct a therapeutic nurse-patient relationship. It is also demeaning and unethical because the individual is not respected as a unique person. Levine
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The aim of this study was to pave the way to obtain answers to the questions, and give rise to further questions such as:
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comfort, empathy, succour, surveillance, care constructs including among others human value that involves “a will and a tenderness and compassion (1988:15).

Caring requires a commitment on the part of the nurse to protect human dignity and preserve humanity. Watson speaks of caring as the moral ideal that is rooted in our notions of human dignity and that guides the nurse through the care-giver process.

She delineates ten “caring factors” that combine science and the humanities to analyse the care processes.

1. Formation of a humanistic-altruistic system of values
2. Instillation of faith-hope
3. Cultivation of sensitivity to oneself and to others
4. Development of a helping-trust relationship
5. Promotion and acceptance of the expression of positive and negative feelings
6. Systematic use of the scientific problem-solving method for decision making
7. Promotion of interpersonal teaching learning
8. Provision for a protective supportive, and/or corrective mental, physical sociocultural and spiritual environment
9. Assistance with the gratification of human needs and
10. Allowance for existential-phenomenological forces.

Brenner and Wrubel in their book “The primacy of caring” state that caring means that persons, events, projects and things matter to people and create personal concerns (1977: 2-14). They view caring as primary in a nurse patient relationship because it sets up the possibility of giving help and receiving help, and point out that the same act done in a caring and non-caring way may have quite different consequences. A caring relationship sets up the conditions of trust that enable the one cared for to appropriate the help and feel cared for. This is why nursing can never be reduced to mere technique.

The ability to presence oneself (this term comes from Heideggers Being and Time translated from German to English), to be with a patient in a way that acknowledges your shared humanity is the base of much of nursing as a caring practice. Simons (1987:2) has captured this sense of presencing in her review of research on caring.

"The presence of the nurse who pays attention was interpreted as caring by patients. Such attention includes more than a physical presence. It reflects a being "in tune" with each other. An awareness of unique personhood. Specific actions such as eye contact, body language and tone of voice are indications of caring as perceived by patients. These actions take no additional time and yet may make a difference in patient well-being".

From these writings it becomes clear that the phenomenon of caring is complex and multi-dimensional. It encompasses several aspects namely

1. certain feelings or dispositions within a person
2. the doing of certain activities that seem to identify the person as a caring individual or
3. a combination of both attitudes and actions in what caring about the other disposes the one to carry out activities for the other.

Caring is viewed as a process, product, condition, attitude and an activity. Universal concepts associated with the phenomenon of caring as found in this literature review — include concern, commitment, empathy, involvement, listening, honesty trust, sharing, person-centredness and verbal, nonverbal and technical skills.

Step 2: Review of research on caring within the nursing context

The first and earliest studies of care as an explicit, generic professional phenomenon began with Leininger in the early 1960’s with the Gadsups of New Guinea, when she discovered various expressions of care such as protection, nurturance and surveillance (1977: 2-14). Since that time a small core of nurse researchers have been involved in the study of the meanings, expressions, symbols, interpretations and cultural contexts of human care. These studies have led to new insights about human caring, which can be incorporated in the teaching of caring.

Findings from studies on transcultural care differences and similarities have clearly highlighted differences in caring and health values and have indicated the need for providing culture-specific care.

A brief description of a few selected studies on caring behaviours and constructs are given.

Rieman (1986) used a phenomenological qualitative approach to study caring and non-caring behaviours of nurses as perceived by clients. She interviewed non-hospitalised adults over 18 years who had prior interactions with a registered nurse, and were willing to share verbally their encounters and feelings. Three common themes appeared to describe nurse’s behaviour in the caring and non-caring sense: nurse presence, patient uniqueness and care consequences. Caring nurses who were physically and mentally made themselves available to the patient and listened and responded to the patient as a valued human being. The nurses individualised concern allowed the patient to feel comfortable, secure, at peace and relaxed. In contrast non-caring nurses were described as merely being physically present in terms of getting the job done. Non-caring nurses did not listen and appeared too busy to pay attention to the patient as a unique individual. The non-caring nurses behaviour resulted in the patient feeling frustrated, scared, depressed, angry and upset. Of note is the fact that clumsily performed technical procedures were not raised as instances of non-caring.

Swanson-Kaufman (1986) found five kinds of caring wanted by women who had suffered miscarriages. Caring involved "knowing that the woman’s loss is unique to her as person", "being with the woman in an engaged manner", "doing for" the woman by providing comforting and supporting measures "enabling" the woman to grieve for the loss and finally "maintaining the belief" that the woman could bear a child. Brown’s (1986) study of patient’s perceptions of caring demonstrates another central aspect of caring. Caring is always understood in a context. In other words when the situation calls for technical proficiency, then technical proficiency (swift accurate actions) is experienced as caring. When the patient does not require technical actions, expressive actions such as recognition of the patient’s uniqueness are identified as caring. Larson’s study (1985) on oncological patients perceptions of caring nurses.

The responses from 57 patients undergoing one or more treatments for malignant solid tumours and using the Q sort method to rank the importance of nurses caring behaviours gave highest priority to having skilful care organised and on schedule. In another study Larson (1987) found that oncology patients and nurses had significantly different perceptions of the importance of 19 of 50 previously identified nursing caring behaviours.

Kahn and Scewes study (1985) of the meaning of caring from the perspective of nurse in practice revealed certain complexities and paradoxes that exist about caring among nurses — for example on the one hand the nurses in the study asserted that “caring is part and parcel of everything I do, because I am able to see the patients as unique individuals — I care about them” and on the other hand they relate caring to be somewhat dependent on liking, or in other words they see caring responses as elicited by patients. Patients who exhibit “unlikable” behaviour will not elicit caring responses from nurses. Such nursing practices can however be viewed as unethical. As Noddings (1988:7) puts it “An ethic of caring prefers acts done out of love or inclination; however acting out of caring also calls upon a sense of duty or special obligation if love or inclination to like fails. A recent statement by Cooper (1988:55) lends further support to Noddings view. Cooper stated “The nurses duty of fidelity to the patient is dictated by his or her choice to become a nurse and thereby to embrace the professional and moral responsibility involved”.

Ford (1982) established caring behaviour categories listed by three sub-samples of professional nurses as to how they modelled nursing caring behaviour. Listening was the only category listed by all three sub-samples. Besides perspectives from patients and nurses on their perception of caring, several nurse researchers investigated specific caring constructs. Gardner and Wheeler (1981) studied support and its meaning as a function of care with nurses in selected hospital units in the United States. Critical incidents and a Likert type scale rating approach were used. They found that support was a central concept of care as perceived by nurse respondent. Velazques (1969) found that nurses do not listen with all their senses to what patients tell them. She proposed that nurses who listen become involved in caring and committed to providing quality nursing service. Wallston et al (1978) studied the effects of intervention designed to enhance the person-centredness of nurses responses. A two phase design was used in which nurses in Group I did not
receive the intervention which consisted of a review accomplished by illustrative examples of helpful responses while nurses in Group II did receive the intervention. The data showed that the intervention was effective in increasing Group II's person-centredness. This research indicated that significant improvement in judged person-centredness could be obtained. Amacher (1973) associated the notion of touch as caring with the notion of tenderness. McCorkle (1974) conducted an investigation of the effects of touch on seriously ill patients. She concluded that not only did touch promote physiological changes but also communication to patients that they are not alone, that the nurse is there and has time to listen.

Step 3: The position of caring in the present nursing education system

The discussion in this section is based on inferences made from a variety of documents and incidental observations, some of which were purposively selected. The inferences serve merely as an indication of a trend which needs to be researched. Validation of these inferences in various settings should thus be seen as one of the priority areas of research on teaching caring.

Working on the assumption that professional literature serves as a mirror of what is of importance to the profession at a particular point of time a minicontent analysis was done of both South African professional nursing journals. All issues of “Curationis” and “Nursing RSA Verpleging” beginning with Vol. No 1 were examined. It was found that during the twelve years of Curationis’ existence caring was referred to in only four articles and in only one case as a major concept (Harrison 1980), and in another case as an implied concept (Goodchild Brown 1987). Caring concepts were not incorporated in research on “Checking the quality of care” or “Standards of nursing care” — a sad sign, considering that caring is the heart of nursing. Caring as a major concept was not included in any article of Nursing RSA Verpleging. The conclusion is thus drawn that caring values are submerged in the nursing education system in this country. This conclusion was reinforced when the priority areas for nursing research as identified by 37 South African nurses leaders (Paton 1987:14) were examined. The phenomenon of caring was conspicuous by its absence in the rankorder assigned to the priority areas.

A similar trend was found when the common textbooks generally prescribed for the course leading to registration as a nurse and midwife were reviewed. No notable references to caring components, other than physical nursing care of various patient categories could be found. Searle’s book on professional practice is an exception though. In this book four paragraphs are devoted to caring and it is emphasised that the caring aspect is the central concern of nursing (1986: 58-59).

The programme objectives for the course leading to registration as a nurse and midwife as laid down by the South African Nursing Council (No. R 425 of 22 February 1985) are also not completely devoid of aspects related to caring. For example students completing their course of study are expected to show respect for the dignity and uniqueness of man. To direct and control the interaction with health service consumers in such a way that the patient is enabled to express his needs and desires in order to receive effective care. The data showed that not only did touch promote physiological changes but also communication to patients that they are not alone, that the nurse is there and has time to listen.

Step 4: Ways of promoting the teaching of caring as advocated in literature

If nursing is to remain a caring profession in today’s world of turmoil and catastrophe, then it is imperative to teach nursing students a way to be caring.

In order to identify indicators with regard to research that needs to be done in respect of teaching caring the existing literature was reviewed for completed research on the matter and suggested ways of developing caring in nursing students. There have been studies to determine effective methods to teach and evaluate individual caring behaviors (La Monica 1983; Kalish 1971); on the teaching of caring (Gaut 1979) and to establish major components of a caring teacher (Bush 1988). The position of nurse educators attributes and modelling on student caring behaviors has also been the subject of investigation. (Layton 1979; Watson 1979)

Bush (1988:169) posits that student nurses must grow in insight about themselves as caring persons before they can understand the person who needs care.

The nursing teacher, by being an example of care, can effect a caring posture in the nursing student. For the student to learn caring, the nurse-educator must first exhibit and practice caring in other words she must “be a role-model caring behaviours. In explaining the formation of a humanistic-altruistic value system, Watson (1979) has stated that an outbreak of caring persons before they can understand the student in an effective manner, the student that help. When the nursing teacher deals with patients and others.

Because the student-teacher relationship is similar in some ways to the patient-nurse relationship concepts from the literature on caring within nursing practice are applicable to the teaching situation. In both cases there is one person who generally needs assistance and one person supposedly capable of giving that help. When the nursing teacher deals with the student in an effective manner, the student may experience a care feeling that should pervade the students own being. In turn the student can be caring when interacting with patients and others.

What is a caring teacher? How can the preparation of caring professionals appear to be a somewhat neglected factor in the curriculum.
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of reflection and personal writing (the latter includes writing down his personal beliefs on reality values etc. and his perceptions of himself as a caring teacher). This person needs a cognitive philosophy of nursing education, of what nursing is and of what the professional care person is. There must be an awareness and understanding of the self to be an effective caring teacher, a person who reaches out to learn with others. The teacher must have developed a philosophy of caring and should develop the following characteristics: spirituality, presence, mutual respect, sensitivity, communion with the other and organisation of teaching-learning (the latter should be generated from Leininger's ethno care constructs and Watson's carative factors). Specific focus should be on provision for a supportive, protective and/or corrective mental physical sociocultural and spiritual environment, on coping behaviours, enabling, facilitating and stress alleviation and assistance with achievement (Bush 1985:182). This model could be used as a caring assessment guide. The model should however not be limited to the theoretical nurse-educator. It applies equally to the nurse educators in the clinical situation. A question which arises is — "Is the overburdened and overstressed ward sister able to be a caring role model? Some students may select other nurses who may perhaps be authoritarian or super-skilled nurse technicians as ones to be emulated. As a result the student may incorporate non-caring rather than caring behaviours. The use of carefully selected nurse preceptors who are relieved of some of their ward duties may help to remedy such a situation. When correctly selected a nurse preceptor serves as role model, friend and mentor, as well as a skilled practitioner for students. The students interpret this as caring. The University of Colorado School of Nursing Centre for Human Caring has introduced a consultation service "caring for the caregivers" to help nurses bring the satisfaction of caring back into their ward environment and to provide them with new knowledge insights and skills with which to create an environment that supports and sustains their commitment to human caring. Growing need of nurses in taking charge of the context of their profession through this programme begin by meeting with the co-ordinator of the programme. This care group then establishes a "community of caring" within the floor, unit or organisation by planning specific short and long term goals, projects and strategies. The group learns to use strategies of human caring to nurture, support and care for its members and identify the values that are important to them as a group and utilise these to develop the type of environment they work in. This programme is at present receiving national attention in the U.S.A. (U.C.S.N. 1989).

Bush (1988:173) refers to research done by Bender (1978) Sizemore (1979) Benedict (1979) and Trimborn (1983) which reveals that a caring attitude on the part of the teacher was important. Students in terms of their achievement, performance and self-esteem. Explanations of material and willingness to help students were priorities to them. The difference in what students perceived as important and what their teachers designated as important was significant.

Watson and her colleagues from the University of Colorado School of Nursing are engaged in research aimed at contributing to the development of a new health and human caring science model and a new educational model for preparing professional caring nurses. They have a moral context of health and human caring in nursing within a humanitarian paradigm is the starting point and is guiding the school in its research.

Educators acknowledge and act on caring as a moral ideal and incorporate philosophical theories of human caring, health and healing into their curricula. They acknowledge and act on their commitment to prepare nurses as both educated persons and full health and human caring professionals. They include aspects of health healing and human caring knowledge practices that are not yet considered part of the standard nursing curricula.

They have adopted a humanitarian paradigm that identifies the humanities, social-biomedical science and human caring content and process as the core of scholarly academic activities in clinical care practices.

They adopt a contextual approach that teaching the subjective philosophical and ethical/caring responsibilities of nurses.

They teach philosophical and ethical decision making skills based on ethics of human caring. They emphasise the nurse educator's role as expert learners rather than expert givers of information.

They foster nurse educators and student creativity in finding new and different approaches to in-depth study of concepts of caring in human health and healing and examine new caring-healing modalities (Watson 1988:424).

Gaut (1988) studied the teaching of caring to nursing students and developed a framework to assist the teacher in choosing goals and objectives related to caring action. She has indicated three conditions both necessary and sufficient for caring to occur in relation to nursing: knowledge, choice and the welfare of a caregiver. She combined awareness with knowledge, intention with choice and a non-arbitrary judgment principle with the welfare of a criterion. Weiss (1988) presented a model which can be used to teach care in nursing or as a research or evaluation guide. The model contains seven video taped scenarios based on single patient care events that display various combinations of nurse caring or caring features. The ideal situation presents the process of caring that exists when verbal and non-verbal caring and technically competent behaviour components are all present. Verbally the nurse shares her observations with the patient and addresses him by name and title. The nurse uses reflection as a communication technique and gives the patient a choice of care. Non-verbally the nurse uses attending behaviour to make herself available to the patients. She sits down establishes eye contact and actively listens. Technically the nurse shows competent behaviour in procedural skill without needless discomfort to the patient. The ideal situation was followed by a contrary situation that lacks the three necessary caring and competence components. Five borderline situations were presented which portray various combinations of caring, uncaring, competent and incompetent levels of the three components.

Slevin and Harter (1987:25) advocate that caring focused course work should begin on commencement of training and not in the more senior years. They furthermore advocate consistent practice feedback and self-discovery over time to take on or enhance caring attitudes and behaviours. They also believe that patient evaluation of student's caring behaviours be incorporated into each practicum evaluation process.

Step 5: Suggestions of priority areas for research on caring

Systematic research on caring is clearly needed so that incorporation of that knowledge into the nursing education and practice systems can take place, if caring is to remain the heart of nursing. Leininger's transcultural studies of care (1988:5) have revealed that though caring is a universal phenomenon there are diverse care values and patterns of care in different cultural and subcultural groups in the world. As far as could be established no such research has been done in South Africa. It appears obvious therefore that in a multicultural country like ours, transcultural specific and universal care knowledge is greatly needed to guide nursing decisions in caring for individuals, families and communities. Such knowledge would be essentially new and would provide rich bases guiding nursing education and practice. The primary priority areas for caring research as identified are:

- Identification and validation of the meaning, characteristics, proce types and divergent expressions of caring in patients, members of the public, adolescents and nurses in the various cultural and subcultural groups.
- Analysing caring and non-caring behaviours as perceived by persons in different groups.
- Establishing whether nurses still value care and want to have it as a central focus and unique domain of nursing.
- Establishing what nurse educators are teaching and practising as care.
- Establishing whether registered nurses are practising care or predominantly medical caring practice.
- Establishing what care content and experience nursing students learn about in schools of nursing.
- Establishing what values and norms regarding caring practices nurses are taught.
- Establishing what strategies are used for teaching caring.
- Establishing what strategies are used to evaluate caring.
- Establishing creative ways of teaching care constructs principles, processes and intervention modes.
- Verifying therapeutic and non-therapeutic care practices.
- Testing theories of specific care phenomena.
- Exploring linguistic usage of caring.
- Finding ways of resocialising nurses towards caring where this is a missing ingredient.
• Assessing the caring characteristics of nurse educators against criteria obtained from the literature.

• Assessing the caring environment of the practice situations.

The suggestions above are just the tip of an iceberg, but are regarded essential if the nursing profession is to be faced with a central dilemma of non-caring individuals. In today's world of turmoil where technology and materialism has taken over, where self-interest is replacing altruism and violence is the order of the day attention to caring is desperately needed.

To study care, nurse researchers need to be prepared in the use of qualitative research methods and strategies (Leininger 1985:133). Human care is difficult to study as an "object" to be dissected into parts and measured in a mechanistic way while still retaining its holistic contextual and unique features. It is also difficult to study care from only its physical and emotional aspects as care is constituted and expressed within cultural contexts. Qualitative research methodologies accommodate these important conditions to know and understand fully human care — its essence, expressions and interpretations.

I would like to conclude with the words of Leininger (1988:8) "No concept or line of research could be more important to nurses and the nursing profession than care. Will we meet this challenge?" Let's breathe life into these words during the nineties and make them a reality.
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